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Strumming Strings
Mandolin club from
Tokyo plays at SJSU

Spartan Football:
Scoresfirst Win ofseason;
evens out record at 1-1
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Man falls
from garage

Dog day afternoon ...

Allegedjumper sustains
internal injuries
By Yasuyo Nagata
Daily Staff Writer

Goticrre7 I Daily Staff
Lucy, a one -year-old yellow Labrador retriever, tastes peanut -butter-flavored dog ice cream as Kelly Conklin and daughter Jamie watch.

See photo story on page 4.

SJSU alumna, paralyzed in April
accident, released from hospital
By Ling-Mei Wong
Stqf Miter
Sitting in bed surrounded by
wheelchairs, Jill Mason is considered lucky.
The San Jose State University
graduate nearly died after being hit
by a drunk driver.
Jill was discharged on Tuesday
from Santa Clara Valley Medical
Center.
The 27 -year -old woman graduated last December with a master’s an
!HASS communications.
While she and her boyfriend were
training for a triathlon on April II.
!Limey David I lerefisrd hit them.
Jill’s boyfriend, Alan I.iu, was
killed instantly, while Jill was critically injured and put in a coma.
Jill injured her head and severed

her spinal column. She has had several operations to correct her hack and
direct more blood to her brain.
The accident attested her movement. Jill has control .iver her face,
arms and left hand, but not below her
spinal injury.
"I can’t walk," Jill said.
Her mother, Joanne MAS.M. saki
that her daughter’s right arm is stiff
because of the head injury.
Jill% left arm was broken, but has
since healed.
1,Vith her multiple injuries. Jill’s
medical tile is AS thick .is a phone
book.
Joanne Mason said, it’s been very,
Jill has)
very difficult (and) scary.
almost died a few times."
Jill had several itile, lions that
were life -threatening during the last
five months.

it’s definitely made changes for
the rest of her life," said Lam Nlison,
Jill’s hither.
"She Was A Very, very active pers. m." he said. "(When she recovers
Mini) none traumatic brain injury .
It". going to be harder tor her."
However, Lary Mason was optimistic. saying that Jill still had her
sense of humor.
In reference to her dreaded hospital Mod, Jill poked ton at herself. saying, "I need to gain weight."
Jill does have her sad moments
"This is hard on her, too. She’s going to have depression," Larry Ma s. said.
in a wheelchair tor floN, for
life,’ he said. "That might send a
message that she’s different, because
site’s in a wheelchair and people look

down on her an.: they’re not AI her
height. And then there’s also people
who won’t look At her because she’s in
a wheelchair."
Larry Mason anticipates some responses, such as," ’Oh, poor girl, what
can I do for her?’"
"And (people) look at her different
and it hurts her. But we’ve Arcady experienced that," he said.
"She’s soniebods else now," Lam
Mason said.
For instance, Jill’s short-term
memory has been affected by her
head injury.
Jill said she Call remember events
before her accident and in the last
month and A half, but she does not I,
member her accident.
Despite her short-term memory
see MASON. page 3

Theater opens doors for first time since 1973
Public impressed by renovation of Califtrnia Theatre
By Sara Spivey
Daily Staff Writer
A crowd of people waited Friday afternoon at 345 S. First St. in
downtown San Jose to be among the
first to get a glimpse of the renovated
California Theatre at its official public open house at 4 p.m.
The crowd, ranging from young
to old, filled the California Theatre’s
entranceway and spilled out onto
the sidewalk and down South First
Street toward Original Joe’s restaurant as opening time grew closer.
The official opening ceremony
was held earlier in the afternoon. San
Jose Mayor Ron Gonzales and Irene
Dalis of the San Jose Redevelopment
Agency held a ticket -ripping ceremony, said California Theatre docent
Richard Clay.
This less -formal open house was

for the public. The theater, originally
built in 1927, had been closed to the
public since 1973, according to a redevelopment agency memo.
The dark -stained wood -and -glass
doors were opened exactly on time
and the people ambled into the theater lobby.
Some stopped to point at the red and -gold mica reproductions of the
original 1920s chandeliers and fixtures on the wall, or the gold leaf applied to the columns and I oat iif arms
designs. Others bent down to examine the tiles on the floor or the reproduction carpet.
"The first thing that impressed
me Was the carpet," said Elaine Leplane, a docent for the CalifOrnia Theatre and San Jose State University
alumna. "I felt like I was back here in
1948. It’s a fabulous reproduction."
Lepiane, like many other people

who attended the open house, said he
felt A connection to the theater.
"This is where my husband and I
courted," she said.
Lepiane said they dressed up and
attended the theater every Saturdav
night from 1947 to 1948 before they
were married.
Many of the people in attendance
remembered dating at the theater.
Lorine Brown, a San Jose resident, said she and her "sweetheart"
used to frequent the theater’s upper
balconies with the other sweethearts
in the 1950s.
"It looks very Much AS I retileM
bet." Brown said.
"The only thing that’s changed
is now I’m with an old man instead
of my young boyfriend." Brown said.
"And the (cigarette) smoke
it used
to till the room and sweep up here toward the balcony."

Some people’s memories of the
theater dated back even further than
the 1950s.
"My uncle Mike played in the
band for the vaudeville show in
1927." said C.R. Santoro, a docent at
Friday’s open house.
Santoro said he came to the theater every weekend throughout the
1940s, and the price of a ticket was
25 cents.
"I saw The Mummy’ here in
1969," Lee Westfall Said "All the
girls were scared, of Count."
lie said the price of his movie
ticket in 1969 WAS 75 cents.
George Alfinito and his wife
Madeline Alfinito said the last movie they saw at the theater was "The
Great Caruso" in 1951 starring Mario Lanza.

tee THEATRE. page 3

A man in his late 20s allegedly
jumped around 1:30 p.m. Sunday from
the downtown San Jose Fourth Street
city garage, located across from the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library.
"He jumped from the third floor,"
said Sgt. Joe Hernandez from the San
Jose Police Department.
Dennis Anthony, an .iperations
manager for the garage, said he heard
from the officers that the nian’s nose
was broken.
"He’s in critical condition at the
San Jose (Medical Center) with missive head trauma," Hernandez said.
The man’s injuries were mostly internal, therefore there WAS almost no
blood stained on the sidewalk facing
San Fernando Street.
The sidewalk was still wet after the
man jumped. as it had rained earlier in
the day.
The man didn’t drive to the garage.
and he probably got there by walking. Hernandez said. The man had his
identification with him.
’He’s not A smdent at San Jose
Stare,’ Hernandez said.
Anthons- and mother parking garage eniployee. Rotor Antonio. went to

see the stairs where the man jumped.
There are glass fences on the stairs,
and the space between the third and
fourth levels Aren’t very wide. The
stairs are located on the left side of the
two elevators.
The yellow caution tape blocked
oft the stairs to the fourth floor.
Both Anthony and Antonio said
they didn’t know about the incident
until police officers came.
"I just walked around and I saw the
police." Antonio said.
"We don’t know why he jumped."
Anthony said.
Aside from SJSU students, the
general public parked their cars to visit
to the King Library on Sunday.
"We can’t monitor the garage 100
percent. People are coming in all the
time," Anthony said.
Some people sitting at the On
Fourth cafe, located on the first floor
of the library facing the garage, said
they SAW the nian get carried away by
ambulance.
"He was facedown." said a witness.
Richard Dettiond.
However. Deniond said he didn’t
see when the nun lumped
About an hour later. Allrfl,MV and
Antonit t,utk away the yellow tape on
the third and fourth floors, and business continued is liSual.
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Pedro Magana has been developing his reading skills with the Partners
in Reading program through the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint library
for the past two years. He began at a fourth grade reading level and is
now "sounding out more (and) guessing less," he said

City literacy program
gives gift of reading
By Ruth C. Wamuyu
Daiii Slat? If, ate,
The learners at the City if San Jo Partners in Reading program at
The Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
I ibrats seem to have several things in
, onitnotv embarrassment, lack of selfesteem yid trels determination to
Iii lit kuci liow to read and write.
I hrst canie to the program.
I , aiii In read at all." said a 40 -year - old
us, man who asked not to be identified. "I cannot speak English, I cannot
write. I s.1111141t tell you how I feel."
She said she was 17 years old when
she tooted to the United States and
was unable to learn in a formal pro grant because of an undiagnosed hearing problem.
She exists on the ntargins of society,
she said. Things that come easy to tither people take her time, she said. For
example, she passed her driver’s license

test. but had tin read the Calif, in rita
Department of Motor Vehicles book
repeatedly fo, familiarize herself just in
’,Ise she had to retake the test.
"I felt embarrassed." she said.
Then she was called for jury duty,
but this time she was lucky she said.
"I was in the reading program, so
a literacy specialist wrote letters to the
judge," she said. "So I could be excused
because I ant still processing how to
read and write."
Although she is too embarrassed
to talk openly about being illiterate,
she hopes that one day she will be
the voice of those who, like her, are
too embarrassed to admit they cannot
read, she said.
Monica Lopez. .35, said she could
not read or write for a long tune and
dropped nut of school in the eighth
grade because she could not keep up
with the classes.
see READING. page .1
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Construction on campus inconveniences students
In the four years I’ve been at this university, one thing has
been obvious this school is obsessed with construction.
When the beginning of the year started,1 had high hopes.
I thought things would be different.
Maybe the madness would end I mean, we had the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library up and running. The bulk
of the new Campus Village was complete.
Everything seemed up to par.
Everything appeared- to be fine.
Oh, how wrong I was.
Before 1 knew what happened, there were huge holes being
dug in the most random areas around campus and construction vehicles found parking spots in places where students
usually walk.
A simple stroll to class now requires a strategic plan.
One must wear certain attire or risk suffering public humiliafion by either falling in a trench or slipping on some rocks.
The temporary orange fences that have been put up are
absolutely lovely as well. It’s just what I imagined the campus
would be when I saw those pretty, colorful brochures as an incoming freshman.
What is even more fitting is to see a sign that says "Welcome Home" hung on Hoover Hall near the Event Center.

CREEP ON CAMPUS

ingly, it was shot down by the students.
I low peachy.
Is this really shocking? So, ideally, current students would
A few hundred feet later, as students try to get to their dorm
rooms, they are greeted with a fence that blocks the entrance to have to pay a certain amount out of their already empty pockets
for upgrades they wouldn’t even get to enjoy?
Joe West Hall. A sign reads "No Entrance."
Many students I talked to said they didn’t
That sure must feel like home.
vote on the resolution because they "didn’t use
In addition to being a stolen slogan from
the
Student I ’Mon."
CBS, the "Welcome Home" sign is ironic beOthers said they didn’t want to pay for
cause the sign is evidence of how backward
something for someone else.
some of the hijgher-ups are in trying to make
An even bigger question: Who dropped the
San Jose State University a better school.
ball on the planning of all of this construction?
So, one might say this construction is going
Nothing was done this summer.
to make the school beautiful it’s going to revAh, you got me
something was done this
olutionize SJSU.
summer. Construction started a few days before
That is true but the only problem with
school started, and technically, it still is sumthat argument is that they’re ignoring the curmer.
rent student body right now. Why do they have
Hell, at least Subway is complete. The sandto put up with all of this nonsense? What makes
wiches there are awesome.
these unknown future students more important
Back to what I was saying Who is to
than the current students?
KEN LOTICH
blame?
Awhile ago, students rejected a resolution
Most tend to point the finger at someone else.
all
that would upgrade the Student Union, with
I lowever, many take credit once the projects are complete.
of these bells and whistles to come in a kw years.
The student body deserves better. They do not deserve to
It would have raised student fees once again. Not surpris-

Working in Mexico teaches
lesson on taking chances

"THIS IDIOT PAID 150 FOR
A TATTOO SHE CAN’T
EVEN READ’:

Editor’s note: Due to space restrictions. ’Sparta GYilie,Hot Dame by John Myer, and "Thought Cr ones" by
Konstantin elhadjirv will not appear Tuesday. ’Sparta Guide" and *Thought Crime,’ will return Wednesday and
E L.

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline bit entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall. room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaily0casa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
School of Art
An art exhibition of student galleries will take place
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For more
information, call the Gallery Office at 924-4330.
Academic Affairs
A student and faculty honor code forum will take
place from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Umunhum room
in the Student Union. Free pizza will be provided.

School of Art
An art exhibition of student galleries will take place
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For more
information, call the Gallery Office at 924-4330.
Academic Affairs
A student workshop titled "How to write a creative
paper" will take place from noon to 1 p.m. in the Peer
!Mentor Center in Royce Hall.

Catholic Campus Ministry
A daily mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry Chapel. For more
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.

Catholic Campus :Ministry
A daily mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. "Faith
Formation" will take place from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Both events will take place at the Catholic Campus
Ministry. For more information, call Father Mike
Carson at 938-1610.

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library
A documentary titled "Books not Bars" will be shown
from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library, room 255/257. The film
focuses on the growth of the prison industrial
complex. For more information, call Library General
Collections at 808-2397.

School of Music
"The Listening Hour" concert series featuring
student highlights will take place from 12:30 p.m. to
1:20 p.m. in the Music Building Cons Cr? 1 Lilt Jorge
Cruz will he playing the bassoon, Renee Evans On
the oboe and Penka Rodeva on the piano. For more
information, call the Music Office at 924- 4671.

Pride of the Pacific Islands
A Polynesian dance practice will take place from
8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in Spartan Complex East, room 75.
For more information, call Courtney Tarifa at
924-2221.

Career Center
A resume workshop titled "Resume 101" will take
place from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. in the Career Center.
For more information, call Jill Perez at 924-6055.

TUESDAY
Career Center
Representatives from GameStop will be recruiting for
retail positions from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. outside of the
Career Center. For more information, call 924-6031.
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ANOTHER SHADE OF GRAY

AIDAN CASSERLY

CTUALL7, IT JUST SAYS,

"Hot Dame will run next Tuesday.

be treated like this.
They did not pay their tuition to be distracted by the noise
of jackhammers and construction trucks.
Teachers should be able to speak to their class without
having to shut the windows while it’s 90 degrees outside.
Its a reasonable hypothesis to predict that construction on
campus will never end.
If the SJSU cycle of construction follows its regular pattern, it’s evident that we’ll be hearing a lot more noise and
continue walking in circles.
SJSU can never just be satisfied with what it is.
It continues to try to be something it’s not.
We get knocked as a student body for not having school
spirit or pride in our campus.
I’m sure many of us would love to have pride.
We just don’t have anywhere safe to sit.

Nigerian Student Association
A general meeting will take place at 6 p.m. in the
Costanoan room in the Student Ilnion. For more
information, call 419-4607
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
A Bible stud/ will take plate at p.m. on campus
For more in ormation, call Jeannie Sibley at
977-0384.

Three months ago I boarded a plane headed for Merida, moving forward would be my own cold feet.
Mexico, to work as a summer intern at an online travel magaIt became very clear that this internship was more than just
zine and I was a nervous wreck, The thought of being away a four-unit requirement for graduation and a chance to gain
from my family and friends for six weeks created a knot in my professional experience; it was a trial run of my life -to-be. If I
stomach so large I thought I’d have to check it as extra bag- could hack it on this trip, alone in a foreign country, then I WAS
gage.
on the right track.
I lowever, toe the first three weeks of the trip. I was also takThe first three days felt like an eternity. Nly mom Was in
ing a class in Mayan culture with a dozen other San Jose State heaven she had never received so many phone calls and eUniversity students, a factor that suppressed my anxiety. We all mail, from me in her life. I would have buried Myself with
got along exceptionally well, and time began to fly. By day we work, but it was the weekend. Sure, there was the option of
climbed pyramids, toured museums and attended lectures, and holing up in my hotel room, watching reruns of "Beverly I 1,11at night we hit salsa clubs and debated poli90210" dubbed over in Spanish, bur
tics ii the pool.
much peroxide and teen angst is nauseati tr.;
The trip was going great, until the course
in Ally language
So I ventured out. And while it was
ended and it was time for the other student,
rough at first. I began to enjoy ins’ new
to leave.
Instead of shared adventures with
Mund independence.
(Inc of my Mildest men ,,,, ies is of the
friends, the remainder of my trip held a series sit- meals for one, tied together with a
afternoon I spent at the Nlerida Railroad
whole lot of loneliness.
Museum talking to a 70 -year -old curator
Eve always been an extrovert a "peoabout everything from steam locomotives
ple person.".:Nly dad says I would talk to a
to his family to Fidel Castro. !lad I gone o
the museum with rny classmates, I pr,
rock if I thought it would listen. Not to say
that I’m incapable of enjoying private time
would have gathered the tie, essari
every now and then I’ll pass up going out
Mahon for my am, lc and then rushed ott
with friends for a quiet night at home, but
to see another site or cat dinner. Instead, I
when that happens it’s more out of exhausstayed for nearly tinir hours.
CARLY RODEN
tion than any desire for solitude. And even
Similar chats with other strangers made
then. I take comfort in knowing that most of
me realize how many new eXperleliCe% I Was
open to Witholit Ills safety net of familiar
inv friends are within a 10-mile radius, and
that I could easily have company if I wanted it.
faces.
That aside. I never really felt that I needed to be aroUlid pco
Sure, I missed my family and Mends, hinged to sleep in Mt
plc to be happy, yet, at 22 years old, the idea of being thousands own bed and would have traded my passport for unne Chine-’
of miles from home without a soul to turn to WAS the scariest food, but I was finally learning to suryive hell, be harp.
on my own.
thing I had ever faced in my life.
Suddenly, I was painfully aware of my dependeiiteoiii.th
Whether Fin Cot iitlt for long terIll t After as all o, CI
ers.
journalist remains to be seen, but tor ivivr. I’m proud ot the ta, t
I WAS petrified of being alone.
that I took the plunge and slid something that s, area me.
Many of my classmates could sense my panic and tried to
If it hasn’t been said enough already, life is about taking
put a positive spin on what I viewed as an impending three- risks.
week jail sentence.
It doesn’t require t tossing international borders or hurling
"It’ll he cathartic," one ,lassmate said. "Take this time to yourself off a ,liftattached IO a groin rubber
just do
get to know yvnirself"
something that you’ve always been afraid of It add be as Silt;
"Consider yinirsell lucky," another reminded Inc. "A lot if
solo at a 1. r.pWiletl
as speaking up
t lass or belting
C.ileraiike bar.
peoele dream of having an opportunity like the this."
Yeah," I thought to myself, "people like me."
The point is to do it now, and often.
For years I had been babbling on about my post-bacs AlanVriair life, if you let it, ian he, sane a mon ,,,,, nous string of
reate plans; I had it all mapped out: get my master’s in Latin mortgage payment, and parent tea, her conferences in whii ti
American studies from Ill.. Berkeley, then live al
d and the ,Iiisest thong you get tii an adrenaline rush is binding A ?Wit
work as a tbreign correspondent Mr a new, magazine.
for -one sale on alunimum
Though I had imagined malls’ of the potential hurdles
Carr client
-- such AS not being able to atliircl grad school, not being accepted into the program or not finding steady work it never
Curly Roden o a Spartan Dady copyeditor
iCcUrred to me that the ’Inc thing that might keep me from
:1n01her Shade nt.Gray" appearr t.i.ry other Monday

band-

Letter: Sept. 11 column lacked ’guidance and common sense’
Dear ed.
I felt compelled to contact the Spar,
tan Daily AS I sat down at lunch last
Monday and WAS graced by an article by
JaShong King regarding the 9/11 anniversary.
Initially, I was pleased to see an ar
title With MIA a strong opinion, but
Was disappointed by the article’s la, k if
guniame and common sense.
When 5s1r. King said lie felt like a
teenager, reading this arm le also felt like
listening to one.
Throughout the article, I klt AS
though there was disrespect and a cheap
ening of human life, especially with the
sentence; ’People died, but Must we be
saddled with this guilt Mrever,"
I have sever heard allyritle Use the
word "guilt" to des, nix feelings con
ted to the events of 9/11. nor have
feel guilt
I felt so, h feelings myself.
would be to have feelings ot regret tor
sonic personal wrongdoing. And while
there usa tine line between retnembrance
and exploiting this tragedy. I do riot feel
there is any morn hit degradation.
It you wish to burn an American flag,
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go ahead. And do so knowing that you too long, that you have bet finie dist on
tali AS an Alneric all. But why snip there, lie, ted Milli tither human beings.
Why not Instil all the Hags that ..ver the
Dave sou lost ansone under ?raw,
cif fallen soldiers, firemen of pii ,ur, Urnstaliccs, Sir. King? 1 disapprove
offi,ers, 51y friend
ky Was killed of the current atliiiinistration, but I AM
in combat this past June; talk nu his tam
understanding of the
Is loss "I
ily, be, Anse FM sure they Will be Willing others.
to let you burn the flag presented to
If 9/11 serve, as A reminder of nag
them at his funeral.
edy and Amens All ihireign
y, then 1
For that Matter, burn the fidded flag will keep your art., le as
Igthat sits alliree the firepla,e at my grand
norance and Untkrappret Litton.
mother’s house; the flag presented to her
Thank you, Mr. King. Mr giving a
when tin grandfather died slightly more voice to spoiled, misguided youth es
that a year ago. Raymond Vitt
, a erywhere, arid for tarnishing the word
man proud tii have served in the military "liberal."
tor 21 years, who was a Isle -long de
I uF, appreciate the Spartan Daily tor
cut, and an outspoken critic. oldie Bush contin ,,,,, g to publish individual espies
administration and their Iraq War, Oren Minis And to strengthen And prote,t the
in the final days ot his life.
Fast Amendment right. However, this
An Amen, an flag is indeed a symbol. article Was a ,oniplete waste and cheap
But it is als0 All embodiment and rep. ens the paper and its readers. If you want
resentation of so much
. Waving a an article of thus
ken caliber, tind Me
Hag does not make you a pallid, but
leaVitig Tres ( ;Mimi% ot San June Bar and
thee does destroying one.
( ;rill
a Friday ought.
So, Mr. King, put on some Dave
Matthew., load up "Daddy’s Berm
er" With some cold Cv.
trs Light, andSoil
e I Forme
Senior
get reads’ for a night of "patriotism." It
sounds like you’ve had it too good, b ti,,’,nisaB uniiionrei. Adivirmitvation
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Editor, S411001 id Jinirnalisin anti Mass Common!, anon.,
San Jost. State University, (Inc Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192 -0149.
Editorials Are written by and are the M11%01%11,4 u,f thr
Spartan I holy editors, not the .401
l’obln.heil "pinion, and advertisements ii., not net essar 111
relict! the views of the Spartan Daily, the School tit
Jinirlialism And %lass Communications or SJS(1.
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‘She had a joyful outlook on life that was infectious.

MASON I
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loss, Jill will testify at the sentencing
for Hereford, a 69 -year-old lawyer, on
Sept. 27.
Hereford has pleaded guilty to
charges of vehicular manslaughter
and drunken driving. According to
the police, Hereford’s blood alcohol
level was 0.29, more than three times
the legal level of 0.08.
Larry Mason said that she has her
testimony written already
Her ability to overcome hardship
was evident before the accident.
"Jill’s real strong," Joanne Mason
said. "She was a triathlete ... very independent."
The triathlon that Jill and her
boyfriend were going to participate in
was the Wildflower Triathlon.
The triathlon required swimming
1.2 miles, running 13.1 miles and
biking 56 miles at Lake San Antonio in central California. The event
was held on May 1, with participants
wearing ribbons to commemorate Jill
and Liu.
Jill said she was appreciative of her
family for being there for her.
"(My family has) been here a lot,"
Jill said.
On Tuesday, nurses, doctors,
friends and family came to bid her
goodbye. Hugs were given to her
from the staff.
Her friends from SJSU wished her
well on her recovery
"Jill was liked by absolutely everyone," said Diana Stover, professor
of journalism and mass communications.
Her former classmates reacted
when they heard about Jill’s injury.
"I was.shocked.... I couldn’t speak
for two hours," said Sandeep Biswas,
an alumnus who was Mason’s classmate.
"She’s totally different
but she’s
still Jill Mason," said Biswas. "Now
she’s stronger, funnier than before."
"She was lively, upbeat." said Ruth
Nlapgi ianlur of Jill betiire the accident.
Mapgoankar is a graduate student
in Mass communications who took
several classes with Jill.
NlapKtiankar said that Jill was
hardworking, with a tn11-time job, a
lull -tune load of classes and A position as a teaching assistant.
"She was one of the roost brilliant
students," Marigoankar said.
Jill’s instructors agreed.
"She Was a dream student." Sto-

ver said.
Stover said that Jill had a wonderful sense of humor and a high energy level.
"She had a joyful outlook on life
that was infectious," said Stover.
Jill made lasting friendships with
both students and faculty members.
"The last time I saw Jill, she was
talking about a special someone and
I could see the light in her eyes," Stover said.
Jill remembers her boyfriend Alan
Liu, but does not remember what
happened to him, according to a Web
site made by Jill’s brother Daniel Mason.
After the accident, Jill’s schedule is
therapy every day except on Sunday.
"They work me real hard," Jill
said.
Aside from physical therapy, Jill
has mental exercises as well.
Therapists work with her to improve her memory.
After her therapy, Jill is not sure
what she will do in the future.
"It’s therapy, for now," she said.
Jill will be moving to her parents’
house in Grass Valley
She will have an attendant to take
care of her while her parents are at
work.
Larry Mason works as an adapted physical education teacher for students from preschool to 8th grade.
As for her own employment. Jill
said that her former boss at Lowney
Associates told her she could have her
job back.
She has no definite plans yet.
Joanne Mason hopes that Jill could
someday be independent again.
"Jill was on her own (and she) lived
away from home for seven years. (She
was) living a very successful life, with
a niaster’s degree, a good job ... and a
very serious relationship," she said.
Larry Mason said that it might he
awhile before Jill has her own residence and transportation, such as an
adapted car.
"If that happens, we’re looking
two, three, four years down the line,"
he said.
tier parents are not sure how Jill’s
niedical bills will be financed. The
costs are unknown to them.
Joanne Mason said that Jill has insurance through her employer, which
covers some of her bills.
The insurance covers a power
chair, or an electric wheelchair.
Another source of funds is the
Jill Mason Trust, a trust fund tin her

Edwards criticizes
Hastert’s remarks
Associated Press

( ara Bowyer / Daily Staff
Jill Mason, 27, center, a graduate of San Jose State University, is placed
in her car with the help of her parents, Larry and Joanne Mason. Mason
was discharged on Sept. 14 from the Norman B. Nelson Rehabilitation
Facility at the Santa Clara Valley Medical Center, where she had been
hospitalized since April.
medical bills
Joanne said that the money from
the trust fund would go toward buying A standing frame And a manual
wheelchair for Jill.
A standing frame Allows individuals who have spinal injuries to
"stand" while offering support for
their backs.
Jill will be supported so she can sit
and stand unassisted hi- using a pump
on the standing frame.
The manual wheelchair is wit bat-

terrpowered, but operated by the
user pushing on the wheels.
Jill has enough upper-body
strength to propel herself in a manual wheelchair across distances, such AS
from her hospital room to the patio.
Jill said she has seen enough of
hospitals.
After spending the last five months
in them, Jill is eager to leave.
"I’m ready to go hotne," Jill said.
Updates on Jill can be found online At www.jillniason.com:
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Tutors and students meet two hours every week

cwilinuedfrom page 1
was a slow learner," she said.
needed extra help and rues just kept
passing nit t
grade level Ti, grade
level."
Lopez said she was embarrassed by
her inability to read and write.
"It affected my ...mice ot career,"
she said. "Most of my lite I have been
working in restaurants."
The inability to read and write also
affected her self-esteem.
"1 was insecure," she said.
Now her tutor from the Partners
in Reading program has worked one:
iti-one with her and given her theta Ira help she needed, she said.
"Ifs changed my life," she said. "I
feel a lot ,,,,, re confident."
tier tutor, Ray Bloclue, said he pot
her interested in improving her mathernatical skills, ciirnputer operations
and even in the subject of voting.
However, it is his impact on her
confidence that has hint most proud,
he said.
"Getting her to believe in herself is
the most rewarding thing," he said.
Biocide, A 1962 JOU Alumnus,
said he joined the prograni as A tutor after going through an intensive
training program.
’Tutors receive 14 hours of training." said Sue Carlton, a literacy program specialist. "They get A report of
where to start and what the students’
needs are."
Carlton said the tutors Are then
matched with learners depending on
the learners’ individual needs.
"We ask them what their goals
are," she said.
Carlton said sonic of the learners
want to learn how to read and write
because of work.
She said Sortie would get a promotion at work and all of a sudden have
to do reports.

"I was Mt] wing .1 inaintenanse
worker who had to start writing work
orders and sending e-niails," said Anthony Vitale, A senior management
information systems major.
Vitale said they worked together
on how to till out the work orders And
how to send e -mails.
Other learners jlist want to be able
to go to college. Vitale said.
"1 Was working with this one guy
who tried to take community college
courses," he said. ’But he had A really bard time and teachers told him
he needed to first
work on his reading And writing."
Vitale said he
chose to volunteer
the program
tot
because of the flexibility.
"You can work
it out with the student so you have A
flexible schedule,"
he said.
lie said the pro grain tits him well
because he haS
busy schedule with
a full-time job and
classes to attend.
"If you are
looking to go to
graduate schixil, it
helps to have done community service," he said.
Carlton, the program specialist,
said the tutors and learners have to
meet for two hours every week fin a
minimum of six months.
She Also said the tutors must be at
least 18 years old and be able to write
at the level Of A high school senior.
"They should also have patience.
A sense of humor and enthusiasm,"
she said.
She said tutors who are SJSLI stLI-

dents tend to be graduate student..
but juniors and seniors Also qualih:.
Vitale said he volunteered because
he always wanted to have an
al impact on someone.
"I feel like I Atli being more of a
productive citizen," he said.
Bernie Tretta, a 26 -year -old premedical student, said she thought tutoring would be interesting.
"I love being able to read. so I
wanted to teach someone else." she
said.
Her learner was at the fourth or
fifth grade level
when they started working together. she said.
"Now
she
is Almost fifth
grade lever she
said. "lkly learner has s", much
motivation And
her self-esteem
has gone up she
applied for a sib
and A &Wet’, ceme."
Some in the
only
students
want ti r.itul
things,
specific
Carlton +Aid
King Do, a
chemistry maior
working on his second bachelor’s degree, said his student wanted to get .1
driver’s license and to be able to sinsik
English with her children.
Even though he only taught het
tin A short time,
said it Was A great
experience.
"Teaching has taught nit to ,
municate better," he said
Pedro Nlagana, 41, said he had
many reasons to start learning boss- to
read And Write.
"I wanted to get A better 1,4.. r, .:et

"I love being able
to read, so I wanted
to teach someone
else."
Bernie Tretta,
tutor

Ahead And to help ins: kids with their
homework," lie said.
He said not being able tii read and
write had aflected him greatli
it Was dangerous." he said. it
something had a label on it that said
it Was hazard. is, I could not read it.
I was too en& massed to ask sonic one else."
Magana had slevel’iped a system
of photograph], menii]ry reoignition while winking at a JCPenney
stockroom, but that did not leave him
Much of a choice in careers, lie said.
"If I could read and write, I sild
have been a poll, c officer: he said
But perhaps the most embarrassing consequen. e was when his children asked him why he suuiild not read
or write.
"MY kids . they expect me to
know flow to read and write." he said
Magana enrolled in the readiti.;
program three years ago And said he
has already reaped some benefits.
"I took the security guard eXAM,
passed it and 1 AM iloW employed As
securits guard," he said.
:11.igana said his struggle.
work and determination to learn bins
to read and write have been inspiring
to his children.
"It encourages them to learn hots
to read and Write," he said.
This is the kind ot encourage
ment that makes tutoring sushi learn
ers worthwhile, said Sylvia Machin
son, director of coniiiiiiiiis-Ations and
public affairs and university advanse
merit.
Hutchinson said she was very an
pressed with the program and said sliu
hoped that other pe"iple would voluti
leer as tutors.
"1 think reading is such .1
she said. ’Being able to read mi..
child is A magic key that (pens
et Worlds. It Is very fulfilling 6, nie I.
help a person to read better"
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PHOENIXVILLE, Pa. Democratic vice presidential candidate John
Edwards on Sunday accused House
Speaker Dennis Hastert of stooping
"to the politics of fear" when he said
al-Qaida terrorists may launch a terrorist attack to swing the Nov. 2 election in Democrat John Kerry’s favor.
Hastert’s comments, at a timidraiser Saturday night in his home
state of Illinois, were reminiscent of
recent remarks by Vice President Dick
Cheney that Edwards has called "unAmerican."
Cheney recently told supporters
that terrorists will strike again "if we
make the wrong choice" on Election
Day. He clarified the remarks in an interview two days later.
Edwards said Hastert had joined
the "fear mongering choir."
"One clear sign of weakness and
failed leadership is when a politician
stoops to the politics of fear," he said,
campaigning near Philadelphia. "I,Ast
night. he said something to the effect
that al-Qaida wants John Kerry to be
President of the United States.
"Let me say this in the simplest
possible terms: When John Kerry is
President of the United States, we will
find al-Qiida where they are and crush
them before they can do damage to the
American people," Edwards said.
Hastert’s remarks came just before
a S150 -a-plate GOP fund-raiser in De
Kalb, Ill.. that featured Cheney.
"I don’t have data or intelligence
to tell me one thing or another. (but)
I would think they would be more Apt
to go (for) somebody who would tile
a lawsuit with the World Court or
something rather than respond with
troops," Hastert said of Kerry.
Asked by reporters whether he believed al-Qaida could operate better
with Kerry in the White House, Hast-

THEATRE I

err replied: "That’s my opinion, yes."
A message left Sunday with Hastert spokesman Brad Hahn was not immediately returned.
Edwards said Bush and his allies
were continuing to play politics with
the Sept. 11 attacks.
"They want to scare the American
people but they will pay a price in November," he said. "None of us should
be surprised by this, because just two
or three weeks ago we heard what
Dick Cheney said About this."
Cheney was in Des Moines, Iowa,
on Sept. 7 when he told supporters:
"It’s absolutely essential that eight
weeks from today, on Nov. 2, we make
the right choice, because if we make
the wrong choice then the danger is
that we’ll get hit again and we’ll be hit
in a way that will be devastating from
the standpoint of the United States."
Two days later, he told The Cincinnati Enquirer he was trying to sir that
the next president has to Anticipate
more terrorist attacks.
"I did not say it’ Kerry is elected,
we will be hit by a terrorist attack," he
said. "Whoever is elected president has
to anticipate niore attacks.
"Nly point was the question before
us is: Will we have the most effective
policy in place to deal with that threat
George Bush will pursue a more etlecrive policy than John Kern’."
Earlier Sunday. Edwards urged
about 400 ciingregants at Bright Hope
Baptist Church in Philadelphia to put
Democrats hack in the White House,
saying he and Kerry will reverse the
rising rate of black unemplorment.
He said the rate which was 10.4
percent in August, according to the
U.S. Labor Department. had fallen to
single digits under the Clinton adminstrati in

"Ifs back up in double digits again.
ping up. going up," Edwards said. "We
know we can do better than that."

... hove it’

continuedli.om page 1
They came to the open house to
see what $75 million produced, Alttnito
"It’s absolutely worth it. 1 love it."
he said.
"’This cannot be produced today."
he said. "That’s whs they had to re.r.ire it tor the sake of the future."
Natalie %Veils. a member hut the
Preservation Action CoUncil lit San
J,ise. said the ’nuns i1 vonked with the
San Jose Redevekipment Agency and
the PaskArd Humanities Institute to
ensure the theater was not torn down
it demolished hr neglect.
"This is a onlinitinit eftlsrt with
local groups trving t, I make sure that
this place didn’t get bulldozed." %Veils
said.
"The Packard Humanities Institute
gave $2; million and Redevelopment

gave $50 million." Clay said.
The redevelopment Agencs: plans
to show a series of classic movies
throughout the year and may begin
featuring the Cinequest Film testis:al.
.10:01%1111g to an agency memo
nigh the theater was originally
built to show ml bsies. it has been reinsarnated as an opera house.
The Opera San lose opened Satilrday night with "The Nlarriage of Figaro" bs ’Mozart ’The opera’s season will
run through Apr 24. 2005. and will
feature "Tosca" hi (
Puccini.
"C.unien" by ( ieorge, Bizet and -The
Flying Dut,:linian" bs: Richard Wagner in addition to the current opera.
According to its 1Veb site.
Ticket subscription prices tin the
2004-200C season range from $20)
nh 1112. Individual ticket prices range
trom 860 to $80. Ticket prices varv
ording to seating preference.

CORRECTION:
In an article published Wednesday, "Cafe, fraternity members fined in underage drinking bust,"
Fredrick Griefer was said to have been cited by the
Department of Alcohol Beverage Control. This is
incorrect. He did not receive a citation. The Daily
regrets the error.
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We accept VISA MC AMEX DIS

moi=
294-3303
or 998-9427
-

111 F. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street

No Appointment Necessary
Caporals and Student Discounts with ID
36 $. Met St. Ike Jose. Ca 95113
www.baussiammi
408.292.7669
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Delvi Sienna, a 17 -month -old Yorkshire terrier, tries on a sweater at the "Gussied Up" dog boutique.

OGS

Gone Wild

By Amanda Brittingham
Daily Stall Phologranher

n Friday, I had
the opportunity to
hang out with all
kinds of dogs at Bark in the
Park on William and 16th
streets.
I wish I arrived earlier than 3 p.m.
Lana Anderson, a dog trainer for Busy Bee Productions, throws a Frisbee to Slider, one of her advanced performers.

Above: Chico, an English bulldog, spent Saturday afternoon at Bark in the Park at William and 16th Streets.

because I missed some of the exciting
events, such as the dog herding and
police dog demonstrations.
The event started at 10 a.m. and
ended about 5 p.m. I was there for
flag ball, Frisbee and some dog rescue
demonstrations.
It is so hard to believe that I have
lived in San Jose for about 12 years
now and never knew about Bark in
the Park until recently.
Because I arrived so late, parking
was a hassle. In fact, I had to park
all the way at 14th and San Salvador
streets.
A word of advice: If you are going
to the event to take pictures, you may
not want to bring your dog along.
I made that mistake of bringing
along a young beagle that I was dog
sitting.
Every time I was focusing on shooting a picture, I iunter the beagle would
get into trouble.

Below: Thousands of dogs attended this year’s Bark in the Park, which offers activities and novelty items for sale by vendors,
including dog ice cream, pet portraits and pet apparel.

His leash was tied to my waist and
he kept yanking with excitement.
During the Frisbee demonstration,
Hunter eagerly tried to play with a
Chihuahua pup that was watching the
show next to me.
During flag ball, where teams of
three dogs jumped over multiple hurdles, retrieved a ball at the end and
scurried back to tag the next player,
Hunter did his best to engage in the
game.
It made it very difficult to get an accurate shot of the dogs flying in the
air after the Frisbee or hustling over
the hurdles.
Besides resisting the yank on the
leash and trying to shoot a picture, I
had a great time.
The park was full of dogs of all sizes
and breeds.
There were tents set up to sell doggie goodies.
The dog dentist was there giving
free teeth check ups. I really got a kick
out of that one.
Some dog owners dressed their
companions up in jackets, sweaters,
princess outfits and other suitable
clothing.
I had a great time and I would encourage dog lovers and everyone else
to participate in next year’s event at
Bark in the Park.
Whether you like dogs or not, you
will get a kick out of what goes on at
this event.

Photos by Amanda Brittingham and Eliza Gutierrez
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in a three -dog relay Saturday afternoon at Bark in the Park.
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YOU CAN CLICK
BOIT’ V00
CAN’T HIDE
ILLEGAL DOWNLOADING
Inappropriate for All Ages

L
If you think you can get away with illegally swapping movies, you’re wrong.
Illegally trafficking in movies is not just a dirty little secret between you and
your computer. You leave a trail. The message is simple: if you are downloading
copyrighted movies without proper authorization, you are breaking the law. You
face serious consequences if you illegally swap movies. The only way not to get
caught is to stop.
Pursuant to the Copyright Act (17 U.S.C. Section 504(c)), statutory damages
can be as much as $30,000 per motion picture, and up to $150,000 per motion
picture if the infringement is willful.
2004 Motion Picture Association of America, Inc.
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Spartans upend Bears 47-28 in Classic
By Ken Wick

Thompson challenged
to better 158-yard game

Daily Managing Editor
Despite three fumbles and eight penalties for 90 yards, the San Jose State University football team managed to beat Morgan
State 47-28 Saturday in the Read-2 -Lead
Football Classic at Spartan Stadium.
This year’s game drew 11,360 people,
a third of last year’s crowd, which reached
31,681 people.
In spite of the turnout, head coach Fitz
Hill said he WAS happy to pick up the win.
"We’re happy to be 1-1. We made a lot of
mistakes, but we overcame them," Hill said.
"I saw a lot of good things today, but obviously what disappoints me the most is the
turnovers offensively."
Hill said he knows that one of the problems with the turnover rate is the quarterback situation.
"Offensively, the turnovers were momentum killers." Hill said. "Probably a lot of that
continuity has to do with the rotation of two
quarterbacks."
Quarterbacks Dale Rogers and Adam
Tafralis split time at quarterback, with Rogers getting the start Saturday.
"It was nice to get the start," Rogers said.
"We made some mistakes today, but we
were able to get some points on the board,
which is always a plus."
Rogers completed eight out of 10 passes, throwing for 115 yards with one touchdown. Rogers also had A fumble in the second quarter.
Tafralis played a part of the second quarter and the entire fourth quarter, completing
three out his seven attempted passes, throwing for 89 yards and one touchdown. Tafralis
had a fumble in the fourth quarter.
"(Rogers and I) both turned the ball over
once, so that’s a big problem," Tafralis said.
"But we did what we had to do it’s a big
turnaround from the Stanford game."
Hill said he would name a definite starter for next week’s Western Athletic Conference opener at Southern Methodist University.
"We got to solidify (the quarterback situation) and get one guy more reps," Hill
said.
Bears head coach Donald Hill- Eley said
he thought both teams played well, despite
the turnovers and penalties.
"We came in there and phased them
tough. We (hung) in there with them," lullEles’ said. "(The Spartans) played well we
Just gave up too many big plays."
The nuniber of penalties in the game was
a bit unusual, I lill-Eley said. The Bears had
seven penalties for 44 yants.
"We may have had some neutral zone
(penalties)," Hill-E.ley said. "Ve definitely
didn’t have those character finals that they
had. I don’t how many times you play at
your opponent’s (home field) and they get
the majority of the personal fouls."
With tailback LIMIT Ferguson on the
bench for a team violation, tailback Tyson
Thonapson led the Spartan offense, rushing
for 158 yards on 20 carries with two touchdowns.
Hill said Ferguson would be back next
week if he gives the OK, and confirmed that
tailback Yonus Davis would return against
SM1.1.
On the other side of the field, quarter -

By Ken Lotich
Daily Managing Editor

Photos by Tomomi Tsuda / Dail Statt
ABOVE: San Jose State University junior
wide receiver John Broussard is taken
down by Morgan State University
safety Larry Davis after a catch during
the Spartans’ 47-28 victory Saturday
in the Read -2 -Lead Classic at Spartan
Stadium.
RIGHT: Spartan quarterback Adam Tafralis
throws a pass Saturday during the Spartans’
47-28 victory over Morgan State.
back Bradshaw Littlejohn led the Bears
with two touchdowns and 96 yards rushing.
The Spartans scored their first touchdown of the season after Morgan State had
a botched snap on a punt, with punter Earl
Johnson being brought down on the Bears’
1 -yard line.
When the Spartans took over, tailback
Lance Martin drove in a touchdown on the
second play of the series.
With the score tied at 14-14 near the end
of the second quarter, safety Brian Nunez
picked off a pass from quarterback Littlejohn at the Morgan State 44-yard line.
Nunez was one of the six players not eligible to play in the Stanford loss.
"Getting that interception WAS a great
feeling," Nunez said. "It was just great to be
out there."
The Spartans would only take eight seconds to score, after quarterback Tatialis
found wide receiver Casey Miranda open in
the middle of the field for a 39 -yard touchdown.
Coming out of halftime leading 24-14,
the Spartans continued their charge and
never looked back, scoring 23 points in the
second half.
After a 5 -yard run by Thompson to start
the third quarter, quarterback Rogers avoided pressure from the Bears’ defense and
scrambled left, finding wide receiver James
Jones, who made a few Bears miss on his
way to A 67 -yard touchdown.
Thompson added another long run of
42 yards fir a touchdown, scoring with 9:08
remaining in the third quarter, putting the

Spartans up 38-14.
The Spartan, scored their first safety
since September 2000 in the fourth quarter,
after another bobbled snap from the Bears’
painting team.
A 1 -yard tOlIChtlOW11 rail, hy quarterback
Rogers with 1:29 left in the fourth quarter
closed the game with the Spartans coming
out on top, 47-28.
SJS11 receiver James Jones led all players
with 102 receiving yards, on famr re. eptions,
including his hi- ynrii touchdown catch.
On the defensive side of the ball tor the
Spartans. linebacker Ezekiel Staples. who
made the transition over from fullback in
the off-season, led the team with nine tackles.
Defensive end ’rats Ficklin recorded two
of the Spartan, Sat ks, while conerback Larry
Collins and defensive I Arnett RAI1,0111 t AMC
up with the one ape.,
The Spartans plots SNIll at 5 p.m. Saturday at Gerald J. Font stadium in Dallas.

Tyson Thompson is not at his best yet.
Thompson still has more to
work on he can be so much
better.
These words, heard from
San Jose State University
head football coach Fitz
Hill and Thompson himself, came right
after Thompson put up
158 rushing
yards on 20
carries with
two touchdowns in the
Spartans’ 47-28
win against Morgan State University Saturday.
These words,
however, are used
as positive had for
the junior tailback to
get to the level expected
of hint.
"I’ve seen him at his
very best, and my vision of
what he should be doing is
not nearly what he is doing,"
!fill said. "But that’s what
happen, to someone when
you sit out A year and a half
of football. So he’s working
his way back into it. lie just has
to learn to push himself more
and he’s capable of doing it."
A redshirt last season. ’Manila son stepped int() Spartan Stadium Sat
’inlay for the first time as .1 Sp.ir1.111, ay
eraging 7.9 yards A carry, with his hing run
cooling on a 42 -yard riiii in the third quai ter
for a touchdown.
Thompson. a IlariVe aat Irving. Texas, and a
transfer student from Garden C its. Community College in Kansas, rushed for 1 .tW1 yards
on 159 carries with 12 rushing t ladowns iii
limited playing time.
Thompson thinks his best pertaarmance h
yet to tame.
"I’m expecting ’mare out tat myself,"Thomp son said. "I think I did all right. I lir! I an always do better."
After A 4 -yard run am his first arty of the
game, ’11101111pS011 Was given the ball AgAill
and he fumbled it.
Thompson dusted himself off and charged
full speed the rest of the game.
"You can’t just dawn on things like that,"
Thompson said. "You base to get out there
anal you ,awe it tO y011r team to make up tor it
fin- your mistakes ... and when you alo it feels
good "

SJSU men’s soccer team loses to
fourth straight Bay Area rival
USF comes
away with 2-1
victory over
Spartans
By Kevin Yuen
Daily Stoll Writer
Extending its losing streak to four
games, the San )0W State University
men’s %rasa er reAIII rill r0 the University of San Francisco 2-1 on Saturday
night at Buck Shaw Stadium at Santa
Clara.
The Spartans, whose record drops
to 1-5, squeezed ,,,it a goal after the
Dons put in two scores in the first
half.
"I was embarrassed (by) the way
our team Was playing, and I think the
team Was embarrassed by the way riteswere playing," said SJSU head coach
Gary St. Clair. "There WAS absolutely
no heart out there, no preparation despite us talking so much after playing
Stanford (University), Cal (Berkeley)
and Santa Clara (University). (The

(miss) still happened. That WAS inexcusable."
USF forward Aaron Chandler
scored the opening goal in the 16th
minute of the ganie after breaking
SJSU% defense and shooting the ball
to the lower right side of goalkeeper
Daniel Benton.
Benton dove onto the ball, bait it
slipped out of his hands and rolled
into the net.
"I just didn’t handle it correctly,"
Benton said.
Chandler struck again. scoring the
eventual game -winner in the 24th
minute trom the front (lithe goal after
getting behind the defense.
"They pushed (defender) Rich
(Halvorsen) off the ball and got a free
shot on our box," Benton said.
1.1SP head coach Erik VISSer SAW
he was delighted about how the Dons’
ollense attacked and controlled the
first halt ot the game.
"I WAS impressed by 011r team’s per
formance, the way we were able ta, ):,
behind (SJSU%) defense," said Vio,,o,
whose teani committed 27 of the ,
fouls in the game. "I thought we got
two well -deserved goals. Chandler is
doing very well with four goals in two
games."
The Spartan, shot hack with a goal
in the 61st minute by midfielder Aar -

Perego who deflected a :...
in the front of the goal into the lonk
if the net.
"By the time I got into the gator we
were already down, so I Was ins, TIN
mg to impact the ganie," Petty’, said.
"I made a pass to the outside tight and
Imidfielder Marvin Sorto) took A shot
and I ended up getting a rel.oi,,,1 I
was just at the right place at the right
time."
The assist went to S.irtoo, who o originally shot the ball from the right side
"It was a quack twist]." said sort.,
who was issued one of five yellow at is
given out in the KAIIIe."%Ve lust pair the
ball back and I started ton. long at It
bounced back and Peregoo Was there
and finished a."
Forward Johnny aotwales said

Qtarterbaelt Adam Tafralis said he was
very impressed with Thompson% performance.
"He really stepped it up," Tafralis said.
"We’ve been waiting to see him come out and
do what we all know he can do. It was great to
see him have a breakout game like he did.
It’ll give him some confidence for the next
game."
Quarterback Dale Rogers, who rotated snaps with Tafralis Saturday, agreed.
did
"(Thompson)
a really good job tooffensive
day the
line is part of that as
well," Rogers said.
"lie ran the ball
hard and had
some
really
good
runs
out there."
Thompson returns
to his home
state of Texas next week
against Southerta

University.
The honiecoming is something Thompson said he is
looking forward to.
"It’s going to feel good
going bait k close to home,"
Thompson said.
I lill said although Thompson is
not at his potential yet, he expects big
things out of him Saturday.
"I really feel that he’ll hit his striate
next week he’s going home," I lill
said "I feel that by the third game
of the War, lie should he there
and be ready to clo everything
extra by game three."
Thompson said he expects tot’’, k up his ability
in the near future.
"II have to)
just continue to
practice hard and
mycondition
self,"
Thompson said. "As a
leant we have
to minimize
I km I lok knatet
our turnovers
I kith Stall
And
rake
it trom there."
Isa. pleased with the efTh. onto-, at said
,ntainst the Bear,
to ort lin teammates mit
and hope, to do the ’,One against SNIU next
week.
"I think is,’ 14 a oat tairls- well As A team
we do luta. c. ann. things to work on," Thump 1.1t11 I/1AS Cd hard and contribsaid "f.s
uted in tbe as :a.
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were not the same calithat the
ber team As Stanford, Cal or Santa
Clara. the last three teams the Spartans lost to.
"We were playing catch-up and
that’s always hard to do," Gonzales said. "’Die thing with 1.151’ is that
we should have beat them. They’re
nothing like the last three teams we
played."
St. Clair said that despite a better
etbart in the sea ond hall at the game,
the Spartans did not play with the
hunger of a championship team.
"That’s what I’m upset at, We
didn’t Ming (heart and emotion in)
the first 21) minutes," lie said. "A lot
I at playr as toaSred and put us in a real
deer hole and Mr that I’m really upset."
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Mandolin club strums at SJSU concert hall
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Music

Flogging Molly will
perform with Street Dogs
and The Briggs at 8 p.m.
on Tuesday at the Warfield
in San Francisco. Tickets
ire $20 and are available
through Ticketmaster by
calling (408) 998-TIXS.
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By Yasuyo Nagata
Daily Staff Writer
A group of 47 Japanese Meiji University
Mandolin Club students from Tokyo crossed the
North Pacific Ocean to play mandolin on Friday
at the Music building Concert Hall at San Jose
State University.

REVIEW

Rock Against Bush
featuring Anti -Flag, Midtown,
The Nightwatchman and othcrs will take place at 7 p.m. on
ruesday at The Fillmore in San
.t.rancisco. Tickets are $15 and
Available through Ticketmaster
by calling (408) 998-TIXS.
New York Dolls will perform
at 8 p.m. on Oct 3 at The
Fillmore in San Francisco.
rickets are $25 and are available
;hrough Ticketmaster by calling
/408) 998 -T1XS.
Pedurming Arts
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Kid

)ne Hundred Years of Political
Theatre, a festival of short
*days, will continue its run
ntil Sunday at the Eastenders
tepertory Company in
)akland. Tickets range from
t10 to $20 and are available by
ailing (510) 568-4118.
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(.’inemayaat, also known as
rib Film Festival, will
take place Oct. 5 through 8 at
Camera 12 Cinemas in San
.lose. For more information, call
415) 564-1100.

tue

The club conductor was Yasufumi Kai, and
a well-known Japanese singer, Peggy Hayama,
sang with the club members, as well.
The majority of club members played mandolin, but some played brass, woodwind, piano and
various percussion instruments.
A mandolin is shaped like pear cut in half and
has four pairs of strings.
The club played "Meiji University School
Song" for its opening.
The mandolin club tours overseas every four
years.
"(The tour is) exactly the same as Olympic
years," said Katsuhiko Yokoi, the leader of the
mandolin club.
The mandolin club last played in San Jose
four years ago.
"This is the second time," said Michael Ego.
dean of the College of Applied Sciences and Arts.
Ego said Meiji University’s relationship with
SJSU started through judo.
A former SJSU judo coach, Yoshihiro Uchida,
introduced Meiji University to SJSU. Ego said.
Uchida promoted judo both nationally and internationally, and in 1997. SJSU dedicated one of its
buildings in his name, now known as Uchida Hall.
The club members came to the United States
on Sept. 10 to have a concert for the third anniversary of Sept. 11 in Los Angeles.
"The concert is also for the 150th anniversary
of the U.S. and Japan relations," Ego said.
After the brief introduction, the club played
the national anthems of both the United States
and Japan.
The tirst section of the concert was titled
"Japanese Feelings," and the club played 12 Japanese songs.
The majority of the audience was either Japanese
or Japanese-Amencan, and while the dub was playing SOttle audience members were singing together.
The club played slower ballads, as well as fast tempo songs.
When it was time to introduce singer Hay11114,

program presenter Ego skipped the ninth song.

Amanda Brittingham / Daily Staff
Students from Meiji University, Tokyo, perform in a mandolin concert Friday night at the
Music building Concert Hall at San lose State University. The students have traveled from
Japan to Los Angeles and San Jose to play their mandolins.
The club members and the audience were
confused for a few moments, and Ego, the thirdgeneration Japanese-American said, "Gomennasal," meaning "I’m sorry" in Japanese.
Ego introduced Hayama finally, and she arrived on stage wearing a bright pink dress.
Hayama has been singing since her sophomore year in high school.
"I’m a singer for 53 years. Such a long time,"
Hayama said.
However. Hayama said she still feels young
because she has been singing with students for
a long time.
Hayama has been singing with the Meiji University Mandolin Club since 1996. and she also
came to San Jose with the club in 2(XXI.
"Tenshi No Tameno Kornoriuta," which
means "Angel’s Lullaby," is .1 very precious song
fror her because a famous Japanese composer, Masao Koga, presented the lullaby to Hayama when
her son was born.
Hayania said she doesn’t need to sing a lullaby for her son anymore because -Now, he is 35
years old. I’m getting old." The audience laughed
at her humor.

Hayama engaged the audience frequently as
she sang. She asked the audience to sing together
or led them in clapping their hands to her song.
Hayama’s voice and the mandolins harmonized well.
The second session of the concert was titled "Enchanted Music," and the club played
14 songs from different countries including the

United States. Russia and Brazil.
The club played songs from the movies "Gone
With The Wind" and "The Godfather." a Charlie Chaplin film and some Disney movies.
For the first six songs, Hilcaru Oura, a senior
engineering major and a club member, conducted the band. He turned his head to bow briefly to
the audience after finishing each song.
Hayama returned wearing a silver and black
sparkling dress to sing more songs.
In the second session, the songs sounded very
different, even though the club members played
the exact same musical instruments mandolins as in the first session of Japanese songs.

The second session was really "enchanting" as
it is titled on the program and the club members’
talent was magical.
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ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or PART TIME OPENINGS
HIGH STARTING PAY
services advertised below nor
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
’s there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
anterships possible
Spartan Daily consist of paid
’All mators may apply
advertising and offerings are
’Kit approved or verified by the ’Scholarships awarded
annually
newspaper
"Some conditions apply
’Gain valuable experience in
sales/customer service
.hlo experience necessary
’Training provided
WANTED: Someone to put up
flyers on campus once/week
haplain Roger 408-605-1687 Earn income & gain exper,enee.
CALL 615-1500 9 am - 5 pm
OS GATOS SWIM I RACQUET www worktorstudents cornisisu
LUB is currently accepting
pplications for the following
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
.isitions Front Desk
Counselors for after -school
iildcare Assistants Flex
outreach programs Facilitate
hedules Facility Usage.
curriculum based activities
-eat Work Environment PT
Bilingual a plus 10 15hr/wIg 610/11.
A/PM shifts For more into or Visit sononv oiriscoutsofscc org
Os
visit
our
apply
web site
for info Send cover leiter & res
cOm call 14081356-2136 Marisa C.C11.3 Girl Scouts of Santa
lax resumes to 408058 2593 Clara County 1310 S Bascom
Ave San Jose CA e5128 or FA%
ATHUCTIONAL LIFEGUARDS
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art or Full time in San Jose
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08-295-0228 Email
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FT/PT
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RECREATIOMMAY CARE
Call 408-436-9336
Santa Clara Private School
FunStudentWork cam
’A F 3pm-6pm $10 00/hr Fax
GENERAL HELP: Small
resume to 408-247 0996
Mattress Store close to SJSU
FT/PT/Flextime Will Train
lITNESS/LaNGUAGFJOANCEI
4POPITS INSTUCTORS NEEDED informal atmosphere JEANS OK
’or adult & children classes
Computer skills a plus Steady
mmed openings PT Flex
Work Steady Fax Ed 984-4020
Ps 520-25/hr plus bonus’
’eed car Fax res to 408-971
761 or call 408971-476010
rake appointment

EMPLOYMENT

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for Students’
Earn $250 every weekend’
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876
WELCOME PACK SPARTANS!
ocal valet company needs
-nthusiastic & energetic indiduals to worli at neerby malls
events & country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun & earn 9ood
money Call 408-867-7275.
Certain advertisements in
II,... columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts they
Should require complete information before sending money
for goods Or 90tVICeS In arks lion. readers should caretuity
investigate all firms offering
employment listings a COU
pons for discount vacations
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RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs PIT, M -F 2-6 15pm
Pay Range S7 83411 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units req Cali Kathy 408354-8700X245

FAMILY DEVELOP. PARTNER
a Friends Outside FT 81,
BASW or reiated Contact
Can 4 foinscccs,,,,covad net

SERVICES/
INSTRUCTION

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
For your paper or dissertation
We are currently hiring for
Experienced Efficient Exact
P/T positions We offer a great Familiar wIth APA S Chicago Styles
working environment with day
ESL is spw_.alty Gra, e
evening shifts for responsible 252-1106 or Evagrare aoi corn
& energetic people Apply in
or VIVIVI gracenoteseditmg corn
person 2 30-4 00 Moo -Fri We
NANNY WANTED MTW 1-6pm are iocated in San Pod, SEI,Are
FREE BOOK on Past Lives.
to care for two kids ages 2 &
Dreams & Soul Travel from
5 Duties also include transport THE BODY SHOPtro at Home ECKANKAR Call toll -free
is looking for Independent
to/from activities meal prep
recording 1-877-411-1800 or
Consultants who want to make visa wee eckankar org/Free0,,,k
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a great income Call Today’
record 8 previous exp rag d
Jamie Ellis, Independent
Call Holly at 408-807-5995
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
Consultant 805-720-267501
,includes cosmetic. S69 00 per year
divalou4comcast net
WAITRESSES I DANCERS:
Save 30...-60k. For into call
No exp nec Will train Must be
1-800-655-3225 or
RECEPTIONIST/OPTOMETRIST
21 Great $5 PT Flex hrs
vnvw studentdental com or
Call 408-292-3445 after 2 PM ASSISTANT: PT Excellent
VAWI goldenwestdental corn
people skims a must Good
TEACHERSANSTRUCTORS
career starter Will train no
11450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
P/T instructors Elem schools exp nec Cali 408 951. 07 it
SCHEDULING BONUS
Degree/Cred NOT required
4 hours of your groups time
Ppm, tor teaching exp Need car
EGG DONORS NEEDED’
PLUS our free ryes ’reel
VIM 408 287 41703408 E0E,AAE
’41
Healthy females
fundraising solutions EQUALS
Donate to interior ,
$1000-$2000 in earnings
ARTS II CRAFTS BUSINESS
,
some of the many
for your group Cell TODAY
We make stuff We NEED help
body disposes r60616.,
MO bonus when you
for
You NEED money This could
COMPENSATION 0.000
schedule your non sales fundwork, Give as a call Close to
, ,VY
raiser with CaMpusFundraiser
Reproductive
Call
School FT/PT Sue 286-9609
818-632-1494
Contact CampusFundraiser is
18881 923-3238 or visit
GROOMERS ASST/KENNEL
EXPANSION!
!FALL
WWW campustundraiser corn
help needed for small exclusive
Must fill 10 positions
shop 8 kennel P/T Tues-Sat
i
Must be reliable honest, able immediately No phone work."
Great money/paid weekly
to do physical work Prefer exp
working w/ clogs. but will train No Exp Nec Training provided
ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Call now for an interview
Great apply for
lover Can
Furnished Apt between Valley
1-408-377-0777
Fax resume to
-377-0109
Fair
& Westgate Call ML ’4
or Call 371-9115
408 244-7415 Evening
THERAPISTIVTUTORS FT/PT
wrchildren
needed
work
to
TEACHERS AIDE: Jr 8, Sr
LOOKING FOR A
wispecial needs Flex hrs
High Math Santa Clara Private
ROOMMATE?
Competitive pay Exp preferred
School M -F 9-3 $10 00/hr
res
to
FAX
required
but
not
Fax res to 14081 247-0996
Kathy 408-254-1802

SHARED HOUSING

Email: classifiedlicam.sjsu.edu
Online: www.tbsepartandaily.coni

ROOMS for RENT. Convenient
location We are taking applications for rooms available on
So 13th St near Alum ROCA
Ave This is close to San Jose
State University near the heart
of San Jose You’ll be within
walking distance to enjoying
many of the downtown shops
and restaurants All rooms
have private entrances Each
room otters a private full bath
indendual air conditioning and a
small refrperator No Kitchen
Monthly parking passes may
be available at an additional
coat Street parking available
Coin operated laundry No
pets Excellent value k $575/
me All util paid No Deposit
Required Building run by professional managers Reserve
your room today Call i40131
254-4500 or email mortgages
statewide,. cum First 5 qualified
aps will receive a free 3 -month
parking pads A a free copy of
their credit report
LOOKING FOR A HOUSE?
AN APARTMENT? A
ROOM? SPARTAN DAILY
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leading universities in Japan.
After the concert, the club members and several audience members gathered in the Market
Cafe for refreshment.
The ciincert night was the day before the club
members left fir Japan.
Dawn Breyer, from the Four Points by Sheraton Hotel in Sunnyvale, organized the welcome
dinner for the club members at the hotel the day
befire the concert.
She said it telt good to listen to the club’s pert’. irmanse. "(They have a lit of talent," Breyer said.
Keith Conterfixd..iSiannwale resident WhO came
to the concert with his Japanese-Anierican fiancee .sod
her parents, said the second session was nufre enjoyable for him since he could recognize torte ’uirmgs.
Even though ComertOrd said he doesn’t understand Japanese. he said it WO no problem and
he still enjosed the concert.
One of the sponsors for the concert. Carmen
Sigler, dean of the College of Humanities and
the Arts, said, "It’s such a wonderful night. Music is international language."
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While introducing the song "La Novia,"
Hayama said she brings back a song as a souvenir
from every country she plays in.
"This is the souvenir song from Brazil," she said.
Hayama also sang "Do-Re-Iali" from the musical "The Sound of Music," which is a wellknown song in Japan.
"1 wrote (its) lyrics (in) Japanese." Hayuna said.
While Hayama was singing "Do-Re-Mi," the
audience clapped its hands and sang with her.
After all 29 songs were finished, the audience
called for an encore, and the club played three
more songs.
The club played festival -style music from Japan and Brazil for the encore. The conductor,
Kai, yelled the title of each encore.
When the club played "Lambacla," the concert
hall livened up, and most of the audience members
stood up to clap their hands and show appreciation for the club members, Kai and Hayama.
Hayama sang the very last song called "Furusato," which means "Hometown" in English, and
it was a suitable song for closing because many of
the audience members are Japanese or their ancestors were from Japan.
After all the songs were finished, the club
members waved their hands to the audience.
According to the concert program, the Meiji University was originally founded in 1881 as
a law school, and its founders hoped to create a
new legal system in Japan.
Besides the present law program, Meiji University holds different courses and it’s one of the
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Voted #1 ideal employer in our profession.
2002. 2003. 2004.
For the third year in a row, PricewaterhouseCoopers was voted the #1 ideal employer
in our profession in the Universum Undergraduate Survey of business students.
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